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Abstract

Driven by the availability of experimental data and ability to simulate a biological scale which is of immediate interest, the cellular scale is fast emerging as an ideal candidate for middle-out modelling. As with ‘bottom-up’ simulation approaches, cellular level simulations demand a high degree of computational power, which in large-scale simulations can only be achieved through parallel computing. The flexible large-scale agent modelling environment (FLAME) is a template driven framework for agent-based modelling (ABM) on parallel architectures ideally suited to the simulation of cellular systems. It is available for both high performance computing clusters (www.flame.ac.uk) and GPU hardware (www.flamegpu.com) and uses a formal specification technique that acts as a universal modelling format. This not only creates an abstraction from the underlying hardware architectures, but avoids the steep learning curve associated with programming them. In benchmarking tests and simulations of advanced cellular systems, FLAME GPU has reported massive improvement in performance over more traditional ABM frameworks. This allows the time spent in the development and testing stages of modelling to be drastically reduced and creates the possibility of real-time visualisation for simple visual face-validation.
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INTRODUCTION

High-performance parallel computing offers enormous potential in analysing data and accelerating the simulation performance of large-scale complex system biology models. Whilst bottom-up [1], high-volume molecular level systems are often easier to parallelise and more computationally demanding than low volume top-down approaches [2, 3], the middle-out alternative centred on the cellular level is arguably a more natural starting point [4]. By modelling cells, the basic unit of biological function, predictive models based on the large amounts of data available at the cellular level, are able to provide insight into larger biological systems. Of the techniques used to model cellular systems, agent-based modelling (ABM), takes an individual-based approach, which unlike equation-based alternatives [5, 6], allows individual cells to be tracked throughout a simulation. Whilst this creates an enormous amount of data, this can be easily visualised to allow comparison between in vitro/in vivo and in silico experiments for simple visual model validation.

Traditional ABM methods are highly serialised and are often based on mobile discrete spaced agents [7, 8]. Continuous spaced agent simulation...
approaches tend to extend discrete simulation frameworks and with the exception of swarm systems [9], remain largely un-parallelised. The lack of parallel computing software for ABM places stringent limitations on the scale of models that may be simulated. Likewise, the trend toward multi-core processors [10] suggests that serial simulations are unlikely to be benefit from new processor architectures. Whilst multi-core processors allow Moore’s law [11] to continue to predict increasing overall processing speed, ABM software must be able to sufficiently take advantage of the independent cores through new parallel algorithms and approaches. In order to scale ABM to massive simulation sizes, architectures and software able to exploit high-performance computing (HPC) are required. Specialist distributed processing remains a popular choice for such computation [12–14], however the GPU has received a vast amount of interest from the biological and physical sciences [15–19]. This can be attributed to cost effective performance gains achieved through exploiting its high throughput design (Figure 1). Technically, the GPU not only exceeds the transistor count of modern CPUs, with a significantly higher portion of transistors available for data processing, but memory bandwidth outperforms system memory by a factor of 10 [20]. Emerging architectures such as the Cell [21] and Larrabee [22] share similar design principles with the GPU and likewise offer enormous potential for ABM, providing software is available to exploit it.

This article describes the application of the flexible large-scale agent modelling environment framework for the GPU (FLAME GPU) [23, 24] to cellular level systems biology simulation. FLAME is an ABM environment designed around a formal modelling technique, orientated towards highly efficient parallel simulation. Previously it has been extensively developed for use with task parallel cluster architectures [25, 26]. This article describes the implementation on GPU hardware which offers the following advantages:

(i) Simulation of cellular models can be massively accelerated using the parallel GPU architecture to achieve performance beyond that of CPU-based frameworks and similar to that of execution on expensive clusters or grids.
(ii) The use of a continuous space environment allows a realistic simulation of cellular tissue growth and resulting tissue formation.
(iii) Model data can be saved and analysed post simulation, or as data is persistent within GPU memory can be used for real-time visual simulation aiding face-validation through comparison with in-vitro experiments.

Within this article, a review of ABM is first presented where it is contrasted with equation-based modelling approaches. Agent specification and formal modelling techniques for ABM are then discussed and compared with more common Object Orientated (OO) techniques. The FLAME GPU modelling and simulation process are then described, as are the details of implementation on GPU hardware. The limitations of FLAME GPU and the more general limitations of the GPU are discussed, as well as the implications for cellular simulation. A tissue growth modelling example from literature [27] is introduced as is a discussion of techniques for solving intercellular ‘force’ resolution. Using the exemplar skin tissue growth model, the performance of FLAME GPU is evaluated and finally, our plans for future work are presented.

AGENT-VERSUS EQUATION-BASED MODELLING

Equation-based models (EBMs) are extensively used to model system-level behaviour in biology. They often represent observable time varying quantities, such as population size or concentrations of a particular entity. Although some can predict systems level behaviour based on assumed lower level activities (e.g. change in population of a species over time, based on fixed birth and death rates), some are simply descriptive in that they are designed to match real-world observations. Despite some advantages of this type of simulation (e.g. faster run time and the availability of established libraries dedicated
to the numerical integration of equations), EBM offers little insight into the micro-level behaviour representing the interactions of the individuals within the system. Where global observations are made, these represent average values and assume homogeneity and perfect mixing of system components. As a result, important low-level details of the system may be simply ignored.

By contrast, ABM utilises a bottom-up approach to simulation that does not explicitly attempt to model aggregate characteristics of a system [1, 28]. As with multi-agent systems (MAS), ABMs can be described as a ‘system of interacting parts’ (the notable difference being that agents (or individuals) within ABM are simulated as autonomous individuals where as MAS may use a more generic agent representation). Typically an ABM consists of a number of agents, an environment and a set of rules governing agent behaviour. Agents themselves are self-contained entities consisting of states and a set of behavioural rules. Agents may represent discrete spatial entities such as molecules or cells, in which case they may reside within a continuous or discrete spatial environment. In either case, agents may interact directly or through an environment where they compete for, or generate, resources. By specifying rules at a local individual level, complex ‘emergent’ system behaviour can be observed through the result of agent interactions. The specification of individual rules also makes ABM inherently capable of representing heterogeneity, as each agent can possess its own individual attributes and behaviours. Such system-wide diversity is important, as in many systems agents cannot be expressed as simple uniform entities. This is particularly true in cellular level systems, where cells in differing states (e.g. different cell-cycle phases) or subject to different micro-environments (e.g. local stress of biochemical gradients), may perform entirely different behaviours or exhibit differing phenotypes.

AGENT MODEL SPECIFICATION

Object Oriented Programming (OOP) is widely adopted as the most common paradigm for ABM frameworks [7, 8, 29, 30]. OOP offers a natural and simple technique for modelling which is easily understood by software engineers who are familiar with OO design. Agent objects are represented as static objects which control their state and execution and communicate through message passing. The majority of popular ABM frameworks are based on OO design principles, some even use concepts such as UML for agent and system specification [31–33]. Of these frameworks, most are accessible through an application programming interface (or API) and application layer. The API provides a tool for building and describing models, whilst the application layer implements common routines such as agent communication and scheduling of agent behaviour and interactions.

By contrast, FLAME GPU adopts the use of a formal technique for model specification called the X-machine [34, 35]. Formal techniques are advantageous as they provide a technique not only for specification but also validation using state machine analysis and testing algorithms [36]. Whilst formal specification is useful in the generation of system implementations, automatic validation (and verification) [37] is invaluable as it allows testing and error checking of systems. In the case of high integrity or mission critical systems [38], the guarantee of reliability and correct behaviour is not only advantageous, but essential. More specifically the advantageous of formal specification techniques can be described as [25]:

- The use of a unified and open format promotes better collaboration and understanding.
- The use of formal techniques for validation and verification of models.
- Modellers describe agents and behaviour using a simple formal concept which avoids having to map algorithms to complex parallel architectures.

Many formal techniques appropriate for multi-agent systems are based around automaton- and state-based representation of agents. For example, cellular automaton (CA) can be described as a grid of interacting finite-state machines (FSMs). This provides a powerful technique for simple models, as states can be specified and rules defined as transition functions which describe the agents control flow from one state to another. Whilst feasible for simple CA, the lack of any internal memory leads to a combinatorial explosion of stages when considering even simple communication. As a result of this, it is no surprise that in order to represent more complex non-trivial systems, a more powerful representation is required.

Aside from state-based formal techniques, process algebras such as Z [39], π-calculus [40] and
communicating sequential processes [41] have also been used for specification of concurrent systems and sequential processes. These algebraic techniques are particularly useful at modelling subcellular behaviour, particularly intracellular pathway signalling [42]. However, they tend to become extremely complex when applied to either continuous or discrete time ABM [43], with the generation of simulation code being far from straightforward [44].

The X-Machine is an extension to FSMs that is based around automaton and state based representation of agents. The inclusion of internal memory overcomes the exponential growth of FSM systems by allowing the number of states to be greatly reduced. This provides a powerful technique for computational modelling, as states can be specified and rules defined as transition functions controlling flow from one state to another. As a result the X-machine has been successfully applied to the formal verification of swarms [38], and as a technique to computationally model biological systems [45–47]. With respect to biological cell modelling, an X-machine can be used to directly model a cellular agent as a black box system. The formal definition of a stream X-machine (SXM) (a particular class of X-machine where the input and output are streams of symbols) is defined as a 8-tuple \( (\Sigma, \Gamma, Q, \Phi, F, q_0, m_0) \) [48], where \( \Sigma \) and \( \Gamma \) is the input and output finite alphabet, respectively; \( Q \) is the finite set of states; \( M \) is the (possibly) infinite set called memory; \( \Phi \) is the type of the machine SXM, a finite set of partial functions \( \phi \) that map an input and a memory state to an output and a new memory state, \( \phi: \Sigma \times M \rightarrow \Gamma \times M \); \( F \) is the next state partial function that given a state and a function from the type \( \Phi \), provides the next state, \( F: Q \times \Phi \rightarrow Q \) (\( F \) is often described as a transition state diagram or transition function); \( q_0 \) and \( m_0 \) are the initial state and memory, respectively.

Within FLAME GPU, the communicating stream X-machine (CSXM) [49], a variant of the X-machine which adds a communication mechanism between agents, is used to allow inter-agent interactions. Agents communicate by iterating input messages (\( \sum \)), output from neighbouring agents (\( \Gamma \)) during the transition function (\( F \)) which specifies movement between states. Rather than adhere strictly to the exact formal definition of a CSXM, FLAME GPU replaces fixed sized communication matrices with variable length message lists. This allows the possibility of dynamic population sizes during the simulation process (an essential feature in models that represent an expanding cell population).

Specifying an X-machine agent in FLAME GPU can be achieved through the use of extensible mark-up language (XML) model files. An extendible XML schema [23] is used within FLAME to ensure the correct syntax of describing an X-machine model. The resulting XML syntax is known as the X-machine mark-up language, or XMML. Figure 2 demonstrates a simplified example of a cell specified using an XMML model. The memory XML element contains variables representing the agent’s internal memory (\( M \)). States (\( Q \)) are listed within the states XML element, with an initialState element being used to define \( q_0 \). The initial set of memory \( (m_0) \), or XML input state (Figure 3, left), is described.

![Figure 2: An example of cell expressed as an X-machine agent. Left shows the XMML model definition and right shows an example of an initial memory configuration file.](https://academic.oup.com/bib/article-abstract/11/3/334/225993)
in a corresponding XML file which contains a list of agents and with values for each agent memory variable defined within the model specification. The definition of transition functions and the layering of function order (layers) are also included within the XMML definition however these are discussed in the following section.

**AGENT BEHAVIOUR AND SIMULATION**

Function specification in common OO frameworks and APIs [7, 8, 29, 30] is achieved through the use of functions or actions within an agent object. Similarly within FLAME GPU, the transition between states of the X-machine agent (F in the formal definition) is used to specify agent behaviour. The transition function (or agent function) is able to modify an agent’s internal memory, as well as process input and output in the form of messages. Figure 3 (right) demonstrates the definition of two agent functions. The first of these is used to output a location message which is defined within the XMML model file as a simple list of memory variables. The second of these defines a function (migrate) which inputs the list of location messages. The function code is defined as scripted C code (Figure 3, right) with a simple example of the cell-cycle function defined below.

Although state-based formalisms have been previously been used for discrete event simulation [13], most agent based systems (including the FLAME GPU framework) require the ability to perform numerical integration, which by definition, requires execution of agent functions over a number of discrete time steps. Within FLAME GPU, the order of which agent functions are executed is determined through the specification of a number of function layers (Figure 3, within the <layers> element). Each function layer can contain any number of agent functions and functions within the same layer are assumed to have no dependencies as they may be processed simultaneously. Current GPU hardware supports only Single Program Multiple Data...
execution which forces functions in the same layer to be processed serially, however the next generation of NVIDIA hardware (Fermi) will allow function in the same layer to be processed simultaneously through Multiple Program Multiple Data execution support [50]. Functions which have dependencies are specified in additional layers. For example, the two functions in Figure 3 (left) have a dependency on the location message. It is important that the first function completes before the second attempts to read the list of location messages, and therefore the functions are defined using two layers.

Unlike OO methods, FLAME GPU’s C based API is dynamically generated for each XMML model. In order to achieve this, templates are used to generate compilable simulation code, including agent and message specific API functions and data structures. Figure 4 shows the process of generating a FLAME GPU simulation. XMML model files can either be processed though a compliant extensible stylesheet language transformation (XSLT) processor. Two XMML schemas are used to ensure correct syntax of the model file. The first of these schemas (the base schema) validates the syntax of a base X-machine model, the second uses OO style extension of the base model to add any GPU specific model parameters. After generating simulation code, the simulation program must be compiled. If the visualisation template is used, then the resulting simulation program allows the model to be visualised in real-time. Alternatively the simulation can generate XML output for any number of simulation steps.

**ACCELERATING FLAME WITH THE GPU**

Modelling paradigms based on the interaction of discrete spaced entities are relatively trivial to simulate on GPU hardware [51–53]. Homogeneous agents, tightly packed into regular discrete environments can easily be stored in 2D data structures (such as textures) and simulated using a regular grid of parallel processes (or threads) for each agent. Communication between the discrete partitions is easily achieved using a gather operation over a fixed radius, spatially aware caching, such as that offered by the built in texture cache can provide extremely high performance.

Mobile discrete simulations consisting of agents navigating a grid like environment are less well-suited to a GPU implementation as they are traditionally implemented in sequential environments. Parallel implementations of discrete mobile systems on the GPU must explicitly handle collision conditions which result from agents simultaneously moving to the same discrete location. D’Souza [54] presents a novel technique for achieving this that uses a multi-pass priority scheme to iteratively solve all potential discrete movement collision possibilities. Within the continuous-based environment of FLAME GPU, discrete collision evaluation is not required as agents are not bound to a grid like environment. Likewise, collision detection between agents in continuous space is not explicitly required. Technically, messages allow any form of

**Figure 4:** The FLAME GPU modelling process. Models are translated from an XMML file using a template processor which produces simulation code. The simulation program includes routines for real-time visualisation if the appropriate XSLT template is included.
communication to take place between agents and it is the agent functions which determine behaviour through the processing messages information. For example, within the cell modelling example, used later in this paper, agents migrate independently of potential physical agent collisions and use a subsequent force resolution process to solve physical cell overlaps.

The processing of messages (input) within agent functions is achieved through iteration using the optimised message iteration functions shown in the scripting example in Figure 3 (right). These can be customised for each message type within the XMM model for either brute force or spatially partitioned local message iteration. Brute-force message communication is implemented in FLAME for the GPU by using a tiling-based-technique inspired by N-body gravitational field summation [55]. A block of threads, each representing an agent, loads the batches of tiled messages into per multiprocessor shared memory. Agents are then able to serialise some message reads with minimal communication overhead achieving near optimal performance of the GPU hardware. Whilst $O(n^2)$ communication is extremely efficient, many agent systems including, those representing cellular systems, communicate using a small interaction radius (a restricted distance within which agents are able to communicate or mutually influence one another's behaviour). In this case, a common spatial partitioning technique is used, which is inspired by interacting particle systems [56]. The algorithm has been implemented in a number of interacting systems including swarm-based systems on both the GPU [57, 58] and the PS3 [59]. It consists of partitioning message space into a regular grid based on the interaction range of the particle or message. Messages are sorted using a parallel sort algorithm [60] and a matrix containing the start and end index position of any messages within the sorted list is built by using a scatter kernel (Figure 5). This in turn is used to iterate through messages in all 27 neighbouring partitions to that in which an agent is located. By examining all messages within neighbouring partitions, every message within the defined radius is considered for communication. As agents in different positions load a different number of messages from differing locations, shared memory cannot be used to accelerate the message reading. Instead the texture cache is used to exploit the spatial coherence of the partitioning algorithm. The efficiency of the texture cache depends on the ordering of the agents and hence the spatial partitioning algorithm used. Within FLAME GPU a relatively simple location hash is used, however, it has been suggested [19] that the Hilbert space filling curve [61] is able to increase the cache hit rate and hence performance.

**ADDRESSING THE LIMITATIONS OF GPU SIMULATION**

The major weakness of performing simulation on the GPU resides within the general difficulty of data parallel programming. In the past, GPGPU programming was only available through the mapping of algorithms into textures which could be processed
within the numerous programmable stages of the graphics pipeline through graphics APIs. Translational techniques partly solve this issue by mapping the concept of a Single Instruction Multiple Data stream kernel, to a high level GPU shading language [62–64]. More recently, however, hardware vendors have embraced GPGPU by providing low-level driver supported instruction sets with high-level language support. NVIDIA compute unified device architecture (CUDA) [20] has emerged as the most prominent of these, with the concept of data parallel execution within a grid of thread blocks forming the foundations for OpenCL [65], the recent open standard for parallel programming of heterogeneous systems.

Despite the drive towards higher level language support for GPU computing, achieving high performance still requires detailed knowledge of the underlying hardware and memory access patterns. Within FLAME GPU specialist knowledge is abstracted through the use of the template system allowing all GPU specific (CUDA) code to be automatically generated. The automatically generated code includes efficient data access and storage techniques [66], which maximise memory coalescing, reducing the number of memory read operations which must be issued to load agent and message data within agent functions. Likewise, efficient techniques are used to ensure lists of data within FLAME remain dense, which enables simple mapping to the underlying hardware. There are many occasions in FLAME simulations where dense lists of agent data become sparse, either through agent deaths, the introduction of new agents into empty lists, or the movement of agents from one state list to another. In order for the GPU to process sparse lists of data efficiently, they must be compacted. This is achieved through the use of a highly optimised parallel prefix sum operation [67] in which every element in the resulting lists is obtained from the sum of all previous elements. A scatter kernel can then move each active agent into a compacted list by changing its location to the position specified by the result of the scan.

The more general limitations of the GPU for simulating cellular systems, such as difficulty in including stochasticity and complex behaviour, are also addressed with FLAME GPU. A GPU implementation of GNUs random 48 algorithm [68] is included and can be used within agent function code to provide real-time random number generation. Likewise, FLAME GPU stores agents within state lists to ensure that agent functions are only applied to the correct subset of the agent population in the correct state. This minimises divergence across the agent population allowing greater performance even when agent functions become complex. Despite this, cellular simulation on the GPU in FLAME or otherwise does have specific limitations resulting from the hardware itself. GPU memory is a limited resource—even the GPGPU specific Tesla GPUs are limited to 4 GB. Behaviour complexity is also limited by the number of registers per multiprocessor. Once registers are filled, storage spills over to local memory, causing massive performance degradation. GPU hardware in the past has scaled well, suggesting that hardware specific limitations may be less of a problem in the future, however, for now extremely large or complex simulations may not be suitable for execution on a single piece of GPU hardware.

INTERCELLULAR CELLULAR FORCE RESOLUTION IN A KERTINOCYTE EXAMPLE

The Keratinocyte (cell) model [27] is a model of the in vitro behaviour of skin epithelial cells, based on published behaviour, or direct observation of this cell type in vitro. It has been developed as part of the Epitheliome project which aims to develop predictive ABMs of both skin and bladder [69] epithelial tissue. Ultimately, the goal is to use these models to help understand how cells interact during normal tissue growth, and to understand the potential sources of dysregulation in pathology (e.g. malignant development, compromised wound healing). The model includes behaviour representing traverse of the cell cycle, including cell growth and division (proliferative behaviour), leading to the addition of agents to the model. Simulation of differentiation describes how cells change type, from keratinocyte stem cells capable of infinite divisions, through a number of intermediate stages to fully differentiated superficial cells that cannot divide and are ultimately lost from the tissue surface. The removal of dead agents (apoptosis) from the simulation occurs and simulation of migration allows cells to actively move within a continuous space environment (Figure 6). Various hypotheses relating to the importance of specific biological rules have been tested.
with in-vitro experimentation using the model, which have later also been tested in-vitro [27, 69, 70].

Within FLAME GPU, the physical form of a cell within the keratinocyte model can be easily represented by incompressible spheres. As the simulation proceeds in step-wise discrete time, there is a high likelihood that the simulation will introduce some physical overlap of the cell objects. This is particularly true when simulating tissue cell colonies which form tight bonds and demonstrate a large amount of cell division. In order to correct any physical overlaps, a repulsive force can be applied to separate overlapping cells, therefore maintaining the physical integrity of the simulation. This repulsive force can be applied to cells in the same way as any other intercellular forces, which may be the result of cell growth, motility, inter cell and substrate bonds or forces generated by the internal cytoskeleton.

Resolving intercellular forces of any kind using discrete time steps is extremely difficult to achieve within a single simulation step or agent function. However, there are a number of techniques which can be applied to agent simulations which aim to iteratively perform force resolution in order to achieve a stable state of cells (i.e. to reach a state where cells have trivial movement for additional force resolution steps). The first of these is to use a sufficiently large number of agent functions for force resolution within a single simulation step. For example, within FLAME GPU a large number of similar functions can be expressed for repeatedly resolving forces. Whilst this technique is suitable for perhaps a small fixed number of force resolution steps, larger numbers of resolution steps introduce large amounts of code repetition. Additionally, as the number of resolution steps required is variable between simulation steps (as different steps introduce greater amounts of force depending on the behaviour performed) using a fixed number of steps to ensure accurate resolution will in most cases perform more computation than is required. To avoid this, a recursive force resolution process can be used which iterates the force resolution behaviour until the population reaches a stable state and then stops. Within previous cell-based agent simulations, this has typically been achieved using external, sequential physical force solvers [27, 69, 70]. Using this technique, an agent program, such as FLAME, performs a simulation step and then outputs all agent information into some common format. This allows the

Figure 6: An example of the simulation flow of the keratinocyte modelling example. Arrows represent the resolution state of forces within the simulation (resolved or unresolved). After the processing of the normal cell functions, agents may perform any number of recursive force resolution steps.
external solver to read the agent information and iteratively perform force resolution before outputting the agent data back into the agent simulation environment ready for the next simulation step. The disadvantage of this technique is that external solvers are often defined only for single CPU architectures introducing a large bottleneck into simulation performance.

In order to ensure parallel force resolution, without a fixed number of resolution steps, the concept of a global agent function has been introduced to FLAME GPU to achieve recursive behaviour. A global function simply performs some conditional evaluation on each agent at the beginning of an agent function which can be used to determine if the agent has moved less than some small amount (indicating it has reached a stable state). A global parallel reduction algorithm [71] can then be used to count the number of agents which meet the global condition. If all agents evaluate the global condition as true, then the population is ascertained to be in a stable state and a normal simulation step (i.e. a step including any defined cell functions such as cycling, division and migration) can take place, incrementing the simulation by the defined discrete time step. If the global condition is not evaluated as true by all agents, then a non-linear time step is processed. This non-linear step performs only the force resolution agent functions and as a result does not advance the simulation by the discrete time interval. A non-linear simulation step can be repeated any number of times, up to a specified fixed limit, ensuring that any un-resolvable oscillating movement does not prevent the simulation from continuing. Figure 6 demonstrates this technique for the keratinocyte tissue colony simulation.

**PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENT OF GPU SIMULATIONS**

The performance benefit of mapping simulations to the GPU is well documented [15–19]. In the case of simulating CA and discrete agent systems, speedups of over 100 times that of a sequential simulation environment are fairly common, however, the exact performance is dependant on the model specification itself. In order to evaluate FLAME GPU for the purposes of cellular simulation, the keratinocyte tissue model gives a good indication of the expected performance benefit. Figure 7 shows the speedup of performing the simulation using both brute force and limited range message iteration within the agent functions. Each test simulation is based upon an initial configuration state consisting of randomly distributed cells at a particular density. The speedup is calculated by considering the relative speed increase of the FLAME GPU iteration time in comparison with FLAME iteration time on the CPU (for the same initial configuration). Simulation steps utilising brute force computation were accelerated by an average of 250 times that of a comparable FLAME simulation running on a single CPU. Where spatial partitioning on the GPU was used to reduce the computation overhead of agent communication,
simulation time was reduced significantly. A single simulation step with over 130,000 agents which was previously simulated on the CPU for hours took only seconds.

To contrast the performance of FLAME GPUs limited range interactions with the performance of FLAME running on a HPC grid architecture, a second benchmarking model of a million simple agents, performing only movement functionality, has been compared. The model consists of two agent functions: the first outputs agent locations and the second iterates these to determine a migration movement for each agent. On the grid, agents are spatially distributed across nodes with messages spanning numerous nodes communicated using the message passing interface (MPI). The simulation performance of the model on a HPC grid scales well as the number of processors is increased, however, any more than 100 processing cores are unable to decrease performance time below 6s due to memory bandwidth restrictions. By contrast, the same simulation running in FLAME GPU is able to perform the same simulation in less than a quarter of a second.

In the case of a tissue wound model (where a pre-existing high density agent population is subject to ‘wounding’ by removal of agents representing a 300 \( \mu \)m wide scratch, as shown in Figure 8) which reached a total stable population of over 2500 agents, simulation took no longer than half a second for both simulation and intercellular force resolution [23]. Force resolution was achieved by testing an agent’s movement to ensure that it had moved <0.25 \( \mu \)m in a maximum of 200 resolution steps. Figure 9 shows the performance of this simulation, which took roughly 1500 iterations. The timing of the non-linear recursive force resolution steps is shown separately from the timing of normal agent behaviour and is measured in centiseconds (10\(^{-2}\)) for clarity. Whilst it is possible to visualise only the linear time steps at 2–3 frames per second (FPS), inclusion of the force resolution steps ensures that the simulation remains real-time at over 60FPS throughout. In total, the simulation which previously took several hours using a single CPU core, could easily be

![Figure 8: An example of an initial configuration of a keratinocyte scratch wound in FLAME GPU.](image-url)

![Figure 9: Progressive timing of normal agent functions and the recursive force resolution steps during a scratch wound simulation of keratinocyte cells in FLAME GPU.](image-url)
processed on the GPU in <2 min (for additional evaluation of the performance of this specific scratch wound simulation within FLAME GPU the reader is directed to [23]). Simple face-validation using the real-time visualisation technique can be used to ensure that the specified agent behaviour does not result in any obvious abnormalities in tissue formation. Comparison of the simulation with the non-parallel CPU simulation can also be visually validated before a more in-depth direct agent variable comparison can be performed between the two simulations offline.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
Improvement in performance offered by cell simulation within FLAME GPU makes a significant leap forward with respect to the fast development and checking of such models. Likewise, the use of the GPU has allowed real-time visualisation to be coupled with simulation steps, which offers the potential for real-time interaction (or steering) during the simulation process. Aside from performance related advantages, FLAME GPU has clearly demonstrated a step forward in the use of formal techniques for ABM. The ability to specify models which can be automatically mapped to a complex architecture allows modellers to concentrate on model specification without having to understand the underlying hardware architecture.

In the future, it is expected that FLAME GPU will be extended in a number of ways. The first area to be improved will be the detail of cell models through the use of hierarchical modelling. The scaling up and down of the current middle-out cellular focus will be achievable through future hierarchical X-machine models. This is achievable by considering any agent function to be represented by another X-machine model. Such an approach will allow modelling of lower level physical properties of the cell, including more realistic cell communication processes (e.g. cell contact mediated or ‘juxtacrine’ signalling), as well as mechanotransduction (i.e. how cells translate mechanical forces into biochemical signals that may result in gene transcription and alter cell phenotype).

Distributing agents has already proved highly successful within cluster based HPC environments. However, future work will likely consider the use of low cost GRID technology. Middleware applications such as BOINC [72] offer excellent process scheduling functionality which could be exploited within low cost existing local networks. The use of messaging and formal description of models places no limit on the types of nodes which may be used. This can lead to a truly heterogeneous ABM platform with a mix of nodes using CPU and GPU processors.

Key Points
- FLAME GPU is a modelling environment allowing high-performance agent-based modelling on computer graphics card hardware.
- Discrete time steps are used to advance the simulation.
- Modellers do not require specialist knowledge of the underlying architecture used for simulation, as models are designed using formal specification techniques.
- Efficient algorithms for inter-agent communication and birth and death allocation ensure high simulation performance.
- The system is based on simple XML syntax which is easily extendable.
- Performance of a complex cellular tissue simulation has been increased drastically.
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